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Abstract
This paper introduces the Multimodal Chile & Venezuela Protest Event Dataset (MMCHIVED). MMCHIVED contains city-day event data using a new source of data, text and images shared on social media. These data enable the improved measurement of theoretically important variables such as protest size, protester and state violence, protester demographics, and emotions. In Venezuela, MMCHIVED records many more protests than existing datasets. In Chile, it records slightly more events than the Armed Conflict Location and Events Dataset (ACLED). These extra events are from small cities far from Caracas and Santiago, an improvement of coverage over datasets that rely on newspapers, and the paper confirms they are true positives. While MMCHIVED covers protest events in Chile and Venezuela, the approach used in the paper is generalizable and could generate protest event data in 107 countries containing 97.14% of global GDP and 82.7% of the world’s population.

Introduction
At the end of 2013, Nicolas Maduro, Hugh Chávez’s Vice-President, narrowly won Venezuela’s presidential election. Protests over security started in 2014 in response to the murder of former Miss Venezuela Mónica Spear, and they quickly expanded in scope and intensity; one non-profit organization recorded 9,286 that year (Patilla 2015). Protests continued for the next several years, and recent contention between Juan Guaidó, the majority leader of the National Assembly, and President Maduro stem from these events. In Chile on October 6, 2019, the Panel of Public Transport Experts announced a moderate fare increase for buses and subways. The next day, secondary and tertiary students led fare evasion protests across the capital, and this defiance triggered nationwide protests against inequality. One year later, 78% of Chileans voted to replace the Pinochet Constitution with a new one to be written by a 155 member assembly.

This paper introduces the Multimodal Chile and Venezuela Event Dataset, MMCHIVED. The key contribution of this dataset is to take advantage of geolocated text and images shared on Twitter. Social media data are particularly useful for the study of protests for two reasons. First, since almost anyone can publish content, they often record more protests than other sources of raw data (Zhang and Pan 2019). Second, their documentary use facilitates the measurement of several theoretically important variables in ways with which other approaches struggle. These variables include protest size, continuous measures of protester and state violence, protester demographics, and emotions. These advances allow social scientists studying contentious politics to test theories whose concepts have eluded precise measurement at scale, such as sex or violence. Results from these methods suggest, for example, that violence and protester demographics are more powerful predictors of protest dynamics than emotions.

The dataset builds on existing event data in several ways. First, its methodology still relies on general knowledge generated from mass media to know where and when to search for protests. This approach is easier than the sui generis detection facing datasets such as Mass Mobilization in Autocracies Database (MMAD) and Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) which parse media to extract protest events (Croicu and Weidmann 2015). Second, other researchers have used images to generate protest data on emotions and violence (Won, Steinert-Threlkeld, and Joo 2017; Steinert-Threlkeld, Chan, and Joo 2022). Images can complement information which may be missing in text and improve the reliability and precision of event detection and description (Steinert-Threlkeld, Chan, and Joo 2022). MMCHIVED builds on these approaches by generating Chile protest data, generating emotion data from text, recording protester demographic data, and combining all of these variables in one dataset. Third, this paper evaluates MMCHIVED by comparing it to MMAD, ACLED, the Integrated Conflict Early Warning System (ICEWS), and the Temporally Extended, Regular, Reproducible International Event Records (TERRIER) (Boschee et al. 2015; Liang et al. 2018) MMCHIVED therefore contributes to a growing literature comparing event data from social media to event data from traditional media (Steinhardt and Gobel 2019; Dowd et al. 2020). While MMCHIVED covers protest events in Chile and Venezuela, the approach used in the paper is generalizable and could generate protest event data in 107 countries containing 97.14% of global GDP and 82.7% of the world’s population (see Appendix, Fig. 13.)
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Why Multimodal Protest Event Data?

“Multimodal event data” refers to the generation of datasets of politically relevant actions using more than one type of data, where type means method of communication. For example, using text from a newspaper and text from a website is unimodal because text is the one type of data. Combining audio records with their speakers’ covariates to understand Supreme Court decisions is an example of multimodal data (Dietrich, Enos, and Sen 2019). MMCHIVED is multimodal because it uses text and images to generate its protest records. Multimodal data represent a promising avenue for the generation of protest data because different types of data can generate new or improved measures of theoretically relevant variables.

Social media present particularly rich sets of multimodal data. While newspapers contain text and images, their incentives and space constraints make it very difficult to generate multimodal protest data. Though it is much easier to create a social media account than become a journalist, each social media account resembles a journalist because it can document events. Since there are many more social media accounts than journalists, space is unlimited, and many accounts “publish” frequently, social media generate orders of magnitude more “stories” than newspapers. There is therefore the potential to observe more events using social media than with other sources (Steinhardt and Gobel 2019). Moreover, these stories — tweets — always contain text and often contain images, making them natural candidates for multimodal event data. We focus on Twitter because it is a global platform that many researchers have productively used to study contentious politics, and its data are easier to obtain than competitors such as Facebook or Instagram.

Images can provide improved estimates of protest size, state and protester violence, and protester demographics. As more people protest, policy change becomes more likely (Wouters and Walgrave 2017). Crowd size estimation is its own field of study with a well-developed methodology (McPhail and McCarthy 2004), but this type of estimation rarely is used for event datasets because it is expensive and requires foreknowledge of protests. Most event datasets therefore rely on media reports of size; these estimates are usually words such as “hundreds”, “thousands”, or as round numbers, making them difficult to use in statistical analysis. When an image contains faces, the sum of face counts from protest images generates accurate estimates of protest size; cell phone location data validates this measurement strategy (Sobolev et al. 2020).1

Images can also generate estimates of protester and state violence in continuous values, and these precise measures can make important contributions to the repression-dissent literature. Many studies find no correlation between repression and subsequent dissent (Ritter and Conrad 2016). Others find a positive correlation (Francisco 2004), a negative one (Ferrara 2003), or argue that repression’s effects depend on the time period analyzed (Rasler 1996). Part of the mixed results may be due to the difficulty of measuring violence from text sources, which causes existing datasets to report violence as an ordinal, usually binary, variable. Computer vision models, on the other hand, can generate continuous value estimates of violence (Chen et al. 2016; Won, Steinert-Threlkeld, and Joo 2017), and these more precise estimates may untangle the contradictory results of previous research.

Protester demographics may affect protest dynamics, but measures of protest demographics do not exist in panel data (Oliver, Marwell, and Teixeira 1985). Youth have their own grievances and have greater proclivity to protest (Nordás and Davenport 2013). Gender within movement leadership affects outcomes (Robnett 1996), and gender is a frequent question in surveys of protesters (Kern 2011). Race is a common mobilizing feature across countries (Scarritt, McMillan, and Mozaffar 2001). Some event datasets indicate whether a social movement includes individuals from various backgrounds as nominal variables at the movement, not protest, level (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011). The Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD) codes whether an event is focused on female or LGBTQ issues but not the gender or sexual orientation of event participants (Salehyan et al. 2012). The Mass Mobilization in Autocracies Database records actor attributes as a string variable at the report level, but the event level version of the dataset omits that variable (Weidmann and Rød 2019). Projects that code protest attributes from survey data rarely include longitudinal observations and are not part of larger event dataset efforts (Fisher, Dow, and Ray 2017). Generating age, gender, and race estimates of protesters using faces in protest images therefore can advance several lines of scholarship around demographics and protest.

How emotions affect individuals’ decision to protest is a growing area of research, but they have eluded incorporation into event data (Jasper 2011). They mobilize bystanders and mediate the effect of repression, depending on which are triggered (Pearlman 2013). Because of the difficulty of measuring emotional states in real time, research in this area has been theoretical (Pearlman 2013) and experimental (Young 2019) but not observational. Though some work has estimated the emotional content of images (Won, Steinert-Threlkeld, and Joo 2017), MMCHIVED uses text because many theoretically relevant emotions, such as pride or shame, are less apparent in images. In addition to text itself, emojis (expressive digital faces) are transmitted as Unicode text, so they can be treated as text and used to measure emotions.

Constructing the Dataset

MMCHIVED extends the methodology developed in (Won, Steinert-Threlkeld, and Joo 2017) and (Steinert-Threlkeld, Chan, and Joo 2022). It builds on the former by generating separate estimates of protester and state violence and creating a protest size variable. It builds on the latter by measuring emotions from text. It builds on both by measuring protest demographics, emotions, and analyzing protests in Chile. Since those two papers provide technical details and evaluation of the pipeline that generates much of MMCHIVED’s data, this section focuses on issues unique to MMCHIVED.

Figure 1 shows sample images with their classifier estimate. The images for protest and protester violence are from

---

1That paper also shows that counting tweets with protest keywords generates accurate estimates of protest size.
Chile; those for state violence, from Venezuela. Each image is labeled with its city and classifier estimate.

MMCHIVED identifies protest images and assigns protester and state violence scores using the methodology of (Won, Steinert-Threlkeld, and Joo 2017) and (Steinert-Threlkeld, Chan, and Joo 2022). Briefly, we first searched Google Images using keywords related to protest such as “protest” or “BLM” and negative one such as “concert” to collect a large number of negative images that may look similar to a protest scene. A CNN is trained on these data and applied to tweets, generating 40,764 images for workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to code. Their labels are then given to a ResNet-50 CNN (He et al. 2016). The resulting trained model is the protest image classifier MMCHIVED uses to identify protest images. To estimate protester and state violence, different AMT workers generate pairwise annotations, and the Bradley-Terry model uses those annotations to generate continuous estimates of violence (Bradley and Terry 1952).

Analyzing faces in protest images enables the estimation of protester demographics; as far as we are aware, MMCHIVED is the first dataset to estimate protester demographics from images. A publicly available model, FairFace, is applied to the identified faces in order to generate age, gender, and race estimates (Karkkainen and Joo 2021). FairFace is the only model trained from a racially balanced dataset comprised of amateur images, and it substantially improves classification accuracy, especially for the non-White populations.

Text and off-the-shelf software libraries estimate the emotional content of tweet text. After standard preprocessing steps, emojis are converted to the words they evoke using R’s emo package. With this additional emoji information, R’s syuzhet package then identifies whether a tweet contains any of eight emotions.

The end result of the pipeline is a dataset of tweets containing protest images, with the metadata in Table 1 added to each tweet. If a tweet only contains text, it is not kept. Tweets are not filtered for the presence of bots since previous research has found little evidence of bots in geolocated tweets (Samper-Escalante et al. 2021).

If a duplicated image exists, only the first appearance is kept before aggregation. Deduplication prevents false positive events when the same image is shared across multiple days or cities. Deduplication can also be thought of as removing a potential violation of SUTVA. 43.54% of images from Venezuela are duplicates, as are 18.79% from Chile. Figure 9 shows the distribution of duplication rate by city, and manual investigation of a sample of images confirms the removed images are duplicates.

The final step is aggregation by city-day using the operation in Table 1’s aggregation column. MMCHIVED assumes that the date of a protest is the date the image was tweeted, and it uses the city that Twitter assigns. Protest size is the sum of face counts in protest images per city-day, which accurately measures protest size variation (Sobolev et al. 2020). Aggregation allows MMCHIVED to use multiple observations of heterogeneous quality to estimate an event variable’s unknowable true value, similar to aggregating individual news articles to generate event data (Cook and Weidmann 2019). Since the pipeline is applied to specific countries and periods during which protest is known to have occurred, identifying protest images for MMCHIVED is conceptually simpler than the task facing event datasets without a priori knowledge of protests. For example, MMAD and ACLED parse news reports without knowing if a country experienced protest on a given day. The equivalent for MMCHIVED would be if all tweet images were downloaded and analyzed regardless of country or day. This equivalent requires more computation infrastructure than available to us, though it is technically feasible.

The Dataset

Since Twitter, and social media more broadly, is popular in both countries, the generation of multimodal event data is feasible (Munger et al. 2019; Kemp 2021). MMCHIVED records protests in Venezuela from November 1, 2014 - February 10, 2015 and in Chile from October 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019.

Comparison to Similar Datasets

To evaluate MMCHIVED, we compare its records to four datasets. ICEWS has a similar geographic scope but has recorded protests in Latin America much longer (Boschee et al. 2015). MMAD records protest at the event and report level in autocracies, which includes Venezuela. The Temporally Extended, Regular, Reproducible International Event Records (TERRIER) is an extension of ICEWS, though its data stops at the end of 2015 (Liang et al. 2018). ACLED is a global dataset that started recording protests in Latin America in 2019 (Raleigh et al. 2010). ICEWS and TERRIER are

Figure 1: Example Images and Classifier Annotation [0-1]
fully automated datasets while MMAD and ACLED use human coders. The first three are used exclusively for Venezuela data while ACLED is only for Chile. MMAD and TERRIER do not include Chile at the end of 2019; ACLED did not cover Venezuela during MMCHIVED’s time period. Though ICEWS includes Chile, its Chile records are not analyzed here because it recorded as few there as in Venezuela. For detail on how events were identified in the other datasets, see Section “Selecting Events in Other Datasets”.

The first result shows the distribution of city-days with protest or repression in Venezuela (Figure 2) and Chile (Figure 3). MMCHIVED detects many protest and repression events that occur only one day, e.g. 35 cities were recorded with one day of protest in Venezuela versus 62 in Chile. In Venezuela, MMCHIVED records more protest and repression events in more cities than MMAD, TERRIER, or ICEWS. TERRIER only identifies one day of protest in this time period, Caracas on February 6, 2015. ICEWS identifies 9 protests in Caracas and 1 in San Cristobal on January 13, 2015. MMCHIVED identifies 24 protests in San Cristobal across as many days, MMAD identifies 6 protests on 6 dates, all from Caracas. In Chile, MMCHIVED and ACLED record very similar distributions, much closer across the two datasets than for Venezuela.

The second result compares time trends. MMCHIVED also records more sustained protest in Venezuela than the other datasets, as the time series in Figure 4 show. Figure 4(a) shows that MMCHIVED provides a more continual measure of protests than the text datasets. Restricting analysis to cities included in both datasets shows they record similar numbers of repressive events, though “Use tactics of violent repression” (event code 175 and the most natural comparison to our measure) is recorded less frequently than in the image dataset. In Chile, shown in Figure 5, the time series records largely match, though MMCHIVED records much more widespread protest and repression in mid-October.

These four figures suggest that MMCHIVED ameliorates selection and fatigue bias. Matching previous research, ICEWS, MMAD, and TERRIER record more repression events than protests (Myers and Caniglia 2004). MMCHIVED, however, records more protests than repression events. While the true number of protest and repres-
sion events will never be known, the increased prevalence of protests in MMCHIVED compared to repression suggests that it exhibits less selection bias towards state violence than datasets that rely on traditional media. MMCHIVED also does not appear to exhibit fatigue bias, a common concern for event data (Beieiler et al. 2016). The persistence of its records is in contrast to many datasets that rely on major international newspapers and suggests a major benefit of incorporating local media and sources when possible (Nam 2006). In Venezuela, only ICEWS records repression events consistently. Selection and fatigue bias do not appear to affect ACLED in Chile, probably due to its expansive use of sources. That ACLED and MMCHIVED match so well in Chile also suggests that the lack of selection and fatigue bias in Venezuela is not an artifact of the data creation process.

Next, Figures 6 and 7 show that MMCHIVED records protests from small cities far from each country’s capital. Each panel shows the distribution of events recorded in MMCHIVED or one of the other datasets as a function of city population (a) or distance from Caracas or Santiago (b). In Venezuela, MMCHIVED’s extra events are recorded in small cities far from Caracas, as Figure 6 shows. ICEWS, MMAD, and TERRIER exhibit a clear bias to large cities near the capital, a well-known behavior of media-based event data (Myers and Caniglia 2004).

In Chile, on the other hand, ACLED and MMCHIVED perform similarly, as Figure 7 shows. While there are events that only MMCHIVED records, they do not differ in city population or distance from Santiago; the same is true of the much smaller number of events that only ACLED records. Most events are recorded in each dataset, and they also match the ACLED and MMCHIVED distributions. 103 events are only in ACLED versus 1,104 only in MMCHIVED; 1,668 are in both.

Lastly, three additional checks validate MMCHIVED’s data. First, Figure 10 in Appendix shows that MMCHIVED’s protest size estimates are not biased. Second, Section “MMCHIVED Records True Positives” shows that the extra events MMCHIVED records are true positives. Third, Section “Complements Existing Datasets” shows that even when MMCHIVED and other datasets record the same events, they record different features and so complement each other.

Application to Protest Dynamics

Modeling protest dynamics demonstrates the utility of MMCHIVED for the study of protests. The outcome of interest is protest size, operationalized by taking the logarithm of the sum of the number of faces in protest photos. To measure violence, the average of the classifier output for protester violence and state violence is taken for all images from a city-day. To capture non-linear dynamics, we include squared terms of each. To measure emotion, we record the percent of tweets that contain keywords for anger, joy, sadness, or fear; categories are not mutually exclusive. We measure protester demographics several ways. For age, we record the percent of protest faces estimated be 19 or younger (youth), 20-29 (young adult), or 30 and older (adult). For gender, we record the percent of faces that are male. For race, we record the percent of faces FairFace classifies as White, Latinx, or Black. Because dominance of protest attendance by one demographic group should be associated with lower protest size and this complexity will not be captured with only linear terms, square terms are included. All independent variables are lagged one day. Country fixed effects are included and

4This does not estimate the exact number of people in the scene due to missed and redundant detection and selective posting. However this captures the relative size of protester groups.
standard errors are clustered by city. Table 2 presents these results; i indexes cities and t days.

While this paper does not develop theoretical expectations around violence, demographics, or emotions, the results intrigue. Regarding state violence, the regression finds the same curvilinear relationship between state violence and subsequent protest others have found (Zhukov 2018). Protester violence only has the expected negative relationship at large values, though this result is not statistically significant (Simpson, Willer, and Feinberg 2018). According to (Pearlman 2013), anger and joy should positively correlate with increased protest, while fear and sadness should negatively correlate. Only sadness is in the direction expected, and it is the only emotion variable to achieve statistical significance. Regarding demographics, that Young Adult %_{i,t-1} and Male %_{i,t-1} are positive and significant align with the biographic availability framework (Beyerlein and Hipp 2006). For race, White %_{i,t-1} and Black %_{i,t-1} exhibit n-shaped, statistically significant relationships; the Latinx variables, the same but not significant. Moreover, that the demographic variables all exhibit this shape provides more confidence in the validity of MMCHIVED variables.

**Discussion**

One concern is that MMCHIVED will only record major events since it relies on general knowledge generated from mass media to know where and when to search for protests. While this concern is true of all event datasets because media prefer to report on large protests (Myers and Caniglia 2004), MMCHIVED records protests from smaller cities further from capital cities than existing datasets. The average number of tweets per city-day is 13.92, the median 3, and maximum 1,606: MMCHIVED records major and non-major protests.

It may also be the case that characteristics of who tweets affects inferences about protest dynamics. For example, manual inspection of accounts can identify journalists (Lotan et al. 2011), and it is easy to subset the data for verified accounts. Tweets from these accounts may be less emotional than others, and this difference could explain the relatively poor performance of the emotions model. Others have found, however, that excluding them does not change results and that protesters and non-protesters have similar mobility patterns (Larson et al. 2019).

To estimate the geographic coverage that multimodal event data from Twitter can provide, we analyze data from the seventeen countries and nineteen periods listed in Table 3. The bold rows are those for which at least one protest image per week was identified at the city level. Figure 8 plots these nineteen periods against country population and gross domestic product per capita, revealing that those two variables demarcate the boundary of MMCHIVED’s methodology.

More geolocated tweets can be collected, and more protests therefore detected, with four modifications of the pipeline. First, MMCHIVED relies on the one percent streaming endpoint, which Twitter provides for free. With Version 2 of the Twitter API, any tweet ever published from any account still public is available, potentially making many more pieces of content available. Second, a researcher can connect to the filtered stream endpoint and download tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV: Concept</th>
<th>Faces Violence (1)</th>
<th>Tweets Emotions (2)</th>
<th>Faces Demographics (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protester Violence_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.1517 (1.123)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protester Violence_{i,t}^2</td>
<td>−.1256 (1.1278)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Violence_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.4840 (1.3556)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Violence_{i,t}^2</td>
<td>−.9798* (1.5826)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.0084 (.0151)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.0050 (.0107)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.0231 (.0147)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.0182** (.0088)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.1922 (.3049)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.1656 (.3342)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult %^2_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.3073** (.1479)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.1969 (.2165)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male %^2_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.0046 (.1514)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.3352** (.1643)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White %^2_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.4230* (2.163)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.7341** (.3272)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black %^2_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.9520* (.5185)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx %_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>1.2250** (.4890)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx %^2_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>−.3428** (.10517)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV_{i,t-1}</td>
<td>.5185*** (.1149)</td>
<td>.5748*** (.1102)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>.3954*** (.047)</td>
<td>.2726*** (.0528)</td>
<td>.5590*** (.1069)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: How Violence, Emotions, and Demographics Affect Protest Dynamics. The Emotions model uses tweets as the dependent variable because more tweets contain emotion information than images; the number of tweets is a reliable estimate of protest size (Sobolev et al. 2020). The Demographics model excludes a lagged dependent variable to provide enough variation for the other variables. i indexes cities and t days. DV: Faces = Log(Faces + 1)_{i,t}, Tweets = Log(Tweets + 1)_{i,t}. |
Note: Red countries have fewer than one protest image per seven days, at a city level of resolution. Size corresponds to the number of protest images per day.

Figure 8: Protest is Detected in Populous or Medium-Income Countries

from specific accounts in real time. Twitter now limits academic accounts to downloading 10 million tweets per month, so caution is required. If this quota binds, the third option is to purchase tweets. Fourth, post-processing can improve geolocation. In Venezuela, for example, MMCHIVED discards about half of the protest images because Twitter only provided their location at the country level. One can infer an account’s location, and assign it to all tweets from that account, using the user biography, self-reported location, or locations mentioned in the tweet itself (Ryoo and Moon 2014).

Future work should focus on expanding the event types MMCHIVED records and incorporate researcher oversight (Oostdijk et al. 2020). It may be feasible, however, to generate events around speeches or military activity, as governments increasingly communicate on social media with text and image, and text from government accounts could be interpreted as actions falling into one of CAMEO’s categories. A protest image classifier can screen all images for those likely to contain a protest, and teams of trained human coders can manually annotate them. This approach will work best for the demographic and size variables. Depending on resources available, this hybrid approach may limit the breadth of panel data.

Appendices

Selecting Events in Other Datasets

ICEWS and TERRIER use the same event ontology, Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO), so extracting the same type of events is straightforward. Any event with the root code of 14 is a protest. Repression can occur in various guises under root code 15 (“Exhibit Force Posture”), 17, (“Coerce”), or 18 (“Assault”). Event code 175 (“Use tactics of violent repression”) is the closest to protest policing, but the news datasets record few enough of those that the following results include all events we identify as repression.5 For MMAD, each row is a protest, and we use the max sec engagement variable, which is ordinal, to identify repression. Once protest and repression events are identified in these text datasets, they are merged with the image event data based on matching city days.

Duplicate Investigation

Figure 9 shows the image duplication rate by city and country. Bar height is the number of tweets per city. MMCHIVED deduplicates images before aggregating by city and day.

Residual Investigation

Figure 10 shows that the size estimates in MMCHIVED are not biased when compared to newspaper estimates. Shown are the residuals from regressing MMCHIVED’s protest size estimate on newspaper estimates reported from Venezuela and Chile. The x-axis of each figure is the estimate from newspapers. These results match similar findings in the United States (Sobolev et al. 2020).

Figure 10: No Bias Found in MMCHIVED Size Estimates. Note: The x-axis is the logged reported protest size from the Associated Press, Agence-France Press, or BBC Monitoring. The y-axis is the residual from regressing MMCHIVED’s protest size on the reported protest size. Shapiro-Wils and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests confirm the residuals are normally distributed: MMCHIVED’s protest size estimates appear unbiased.

5Event codes 151, 153, 170, 171, 1711, 1712, 1723, 1724, 173, 180, 182, 1823 are the other CAMEO events we include as repression.
MMCHIVED Records True Positives; Other Datasets, False Negatives

Importantly, the extra events MMCHIVED records are true positives. Wikipedia provides a comprehensive record of protests in Venezuela. Though we do not compare MMCHIVED to Wikipedia because the latter is much stronger for 2015 than 2014, many protests from those pages appear in MMCHIVED. For example, residents protested in Caracas on January 25th, 2015, and our raw data contain 12 tweets with protest images from there then; the other datasets record no protest. MMCHIVED records 16 protests on January 23rd, compared to 0 in the other datasets; Wikipedia documents protests on both of these days. Figures 11(a) and (b) show images from protests recorded in Merida and Caracas. Anti-Maduro protests occurred on February 4, 2015 in Merida (Patilla 2015); ICEWS records an arrest of citizens in Caracas on that day, and the other datasets record nothing. MMCHIVED also records a teacher protest in Caracas on November 6, 2014 that does not appear in the other datasets (Patilla 2014).

![Image](a) 02.04.2015: Peaceful Protest, Merida  
![Image](b) 11.06.2014: Peaceful Protest, Caracas

Figure 11: Protest Events Recorded in Social Media but not Other Datasets

MMCHIVED Complements Existing Datasets

Next, MMCHIVED complements existing datasets when they record the same events. MMCHIVED records different types of repression information for events that the text datasets also record, as Figures 12(a) and (b) show. ICEWS records a protest in Caracas on January 24, 2015, but it does not record protester violence (Figure 12a) or the presence of police (Figure 12b); TERRIER records no protest in Venezuela. MMAD records this protest, no protester violence, and the presence of police. The image, however, permits differentiation between normal and riot police as well as measuring the size of the police force.

![Image](a) 01.24.2015: Protester Violence, Caracas  
![Image](b) 01.24.2015: State Response, Caracas

Figure 12: Images Provide Additional Detail About Events in Other Datasets

In Chile, MMCHIVED and ACLED complement each other on what they record. ACLED records 66 types of actors, 51 conducting action against 15. These actors, however, are broad labels, like "Labour Group" or "Civilians". The attribute characteristics that images can generate can then provide demographic information about the these actors. Regarding size, 63.65% of ACLED’s events have sized recorded as “no report”, 2.5% are “thousands”, 2.24% are “hundreds”, and the vast majority of the rest include phrases such as “around”, “nearly”, or “at least”. Only 2.48% contain an exact number, reflecting the difficulty of measuring protest size when relying on text. In contrast, 46.93% of events recognized from images contain countable faces and therefore a size estimate. Regarding violence, ACLED can infer protester violence from the “violent demonstration” or “mob violence” sub-event types and state violence from the “protest with intervention” and “excessive force against protesters” sub-event types or the fatalities variable. Except for fatalities, these variables are nominal, in contrast to the continuously valued estimates of protester and state violence images produce.

Global Potential of MMCHIVED’s Methodology

To determine the applicability of this approach, we run a logistic regression using the 19 periods in Table 3 to model the relationship between a country’s population, gross domestic product, and recording of protest. The outcome of this model is a 1 if at least one protest is observed in one city once per week and a 0 otherwise. A clear boundary at predicted values of .38 emerges, so the same model is applied to data on every country. Figure 13 shows the result of this model; green countries are those in which MMCHIVED is predicted to record at least one protest per week in one city. These countries account for 82.7% of the world’s population and 97.14% of its GDP.

![Image] Note: Using geolocated images shared on Twitter will produce protest event data in 107 countries. This number will increase if one aggregates by week or augments the image collection strategy.

Figure 13: Predicting the Geographic Coverage of Protest Event Data from Twitter Geolocated Images

Determinants of Method Appropriateness

Table 3 shows the nineteen countries to which we applied the image methodology.

Note: Using geolocated images shared on Twitter will produce protest event data in 107 countries. This number will increase if one aggregates by week or augments the image collection strategy.
Ethical Statement

Participation in a protest event as well as posting an image about it on social media can lead to harmful outcomes to individuals because state authorities or political opponents may attempt to track them down. To protect the identities of protest participants and Twitter users, we do not share any images or individual tweets. The dataset was completely made from public content in Twitter. All metadata are aggregated at the city-day level. We believe that our dataset will contribute to fairer and less-filtered reports about protest events and facilitate relevant research.
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